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Important Editorial Analysis:
Remission without reform:
 The release of 11 convicts sentenced to life for the heinous murder of seven people and the
gang-rape of three women during the Gujarat communal pogrom of 2002 is a questionable
decision by the State.
 On the face of it, it also appears to be illegal, as their terms seem to have been remitted
without the required consultation with the Union government. It defies logic that those
convicted for direct involvement in the rape of three women, the murder of a three-year-old
and six others can be considered candidates for premature release under any remission policy.
 One of the convicts had obtained an order from the Supreme Court in May, under which
Gujarat, the State in which the crime occurred, was held to be the appropriate government to
consider his premature release.
 The Court had asked the State to decide the application under its 1992 remission policy, as it
was the relevant one on the date of conviction in 2008. However, it is difficult to treat this as
a waiver of the requirement under Section 435 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, which
makes consultation with the Centre mandatory.
 Further, a Constitution Bench, in 2015, held that ‘consultation’ meant ‘concurrence’ in this
provision. The remission also runs contrary to the spirit of contemporary thinking on treating
crimes against women and children, especially rape combined with murder, as so heinous that
the perpetrators should not be considered for remission.
 It is not clear if the committee that recommended remission had considered the disquieting
effect the release of these prisoners might have on the survivors and other members of the
affected community. A life sentence normally means that a convict has to spend the natural
life in prison.
 The Cr.P.C. does permit premature release in the form of remission or commutation, but it
should be based on a legal and constitutional scheme, and not on a ruler’s whimsy. The power
of remission has been conferred on the Union and State governments — apart from the
sovereign power of clemency enjoyed by the President and Governors — so that it can be
used to temper the law’s rigours with an element of grace.
 While the benefit of remission ought not to be denied to anyone without a ray of hope that
they will be free one day, it is a power to be exercised with discretion and wisdom. Further,
any decision on remission should be linked to the convict’s expression of regret and some
promise of reform.
 It would be unjustified if given for political considerations merely because of elapse of the
minimum number of years they have to serve. With an Assembly election due in Gujarat at
the end of the year, it is difficult not to read political significance into this decision. The sight
of the released convicts being greeted and feted on their release will not sit easy on the
country’s conscience.

Sudden death:
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 The suspension of the All India Football Federation (AIFF) by world governing body FIFA
represents a depressing low in the annals of Indian sporting history. The collective euphoria
over the nation’s fine performance at the Commonwealth Games was yet to fully die down
when FIFA, late on Monday, wielded the sledgehammer citing “undue interference by a third
party”.
 The third party in question was the Supreme Court of India-nominated Committee of
Administrators (CoA), formed in May to temporarily assume charge of AIFF and finalise a
new constitution after the previous executive committee was deemed to have overstayed its
tenure.
 The bone of contention was CoA’s decision to give players 50% representation — with
voting rights — in the new AIFF Executive Committee, on a par with State associations.
FIFA’s recommendation was 25% and it duly suspended AIFF, much to the chagrin of the
CoA, which on Tuesday said that a middle ground was close to being found.
 The Court has now tasked the Union Government to engage with FIFA to break the logjam so
that India does not suffer the ignominy of losing the hosting rights to the U-17 Women’s
World Cup in October.
 In addition, India’s international friendlies, participation of its clubs in international
competitions — Gokulam Kerala FC in the AFC Women’s Club Championship and ATK
Mohun Bagan in the AFC Cup — and developmental funds from FIFA and the Asian
Football Confederation are all under threat.
 It may be argued that the CoA was overzealous in what prima facie appeared a good-faith
attempt to make players equal stakeholders in AIFF. But what is undeniable is the role of the
erstwhile AIFF establishment, led by president Praful Patel, in triggering the crisis by holding
on to power well past the 12-year tenure sanctioned by the National Sports Development
Code of India, 2011.
 Violation of norms concerning membership, age-limits and tenures as prescribed in the Sports
Code is rampant in Indian sports; table tennis, hockey and judo have all been placed under
court-appointed administrators in 2022.
 On Tuesday, the Delhi High Court brought the Indian Olympic Association under a CoA,
relying on the Supreme Court order in the AIFF matter. If one has to knock on the doors of
the higher judiciary to enforce a government-mandated code adopted for the overall benefit
and health of the sport, it points to a sorry state of affairs.
 At a time when India is diversifying its sporting culture and producing newer champions, it
can ill-afford administrators who bring the very game they claim to be custodians of into
disrepute.

Finding a home:
 Policy intervention without knowledge of the ground realities often ends up as an exercise in
self-gratification for those in authority and results in little or no benefit for the intended target
group.
 Wanting to do good must be matched by knowing the right thing to do in the circumstance,
and in the case of children, be guided by child-centric policies. Whether the recent
recommendation of a parliamentary panel to bring more abandoned children into the adoption
process will fulfil these parameters is an issue that warrants further discussion.
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 A recent report, “Review of Guardianship and Adoption Laws”, by the Parliamentary
Standing Committee on Personnel, Public Grievances and Law and Justice has pointed to the
huge mismatch between the number of people wanting to adopt children and the number of
children legally available for adoption, and suggested that the way to remedy that would be to
ensure that “orphan and abandoned children found begging on the streets are made available
for adoption at the earliest”.
 To do so, it has suggested periodic district surveys to identify children who are
orphaned/abandoned. The report argued that in a country with millions of orphans, only 2,430
children were available for adoption.
 It is true that there are always more people wanting to adopt children than the number of
children actually available for adoption; it has been so historically, but the increasing chasm,
as the report indicates, will undoubtedly have to be addressed. According to the report, there
were 27,939 prospective parents registered with the Central Adoption Resource Authority
(CARA) as on December 2021, from nearly 18,000 in 2017.
 There were 6,996 orphaned, abandoned and surrendered children residing in childcare
institutions considered adoptable, but only 2,430 were declared legally free for adoption by
Child Welfare Committees.
 It claimed that the waiting time for adoption had increased to three years from one year, in the
past five years. The total number of children adopted in 2021-22 was only 3,175. But the
process of adoption in the country was tightened — procedurally and legally — in response to
rampant malpractices and inter-country adoption rackets.
 CARA was installed as the nodal body for in-country and inter-country adoptions, to monitor
and regulate the process, ensuring through stringent rules that the adoption is in the best
interests of the child, and no illegality is involved. While the parliamentary committee has
interpreted that there is automatic happiness when a child in an institution is placed in a home,
it is important to exercise caution.
 No doubt, the country should take care of its children orphaned due to circumstances, but
even as it acknowledges that institutionalisation may be detrimental over the long term, it
should pay equal attention to the finer aspects of child care, and allow itself to be guided by a
child-centric philosophy. There are no shortcuts in ensuring orphaned children come to no
harm.

Interest subvention of 1.5%:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5)
 The Union Cabinet has approved interest subvention of 1.5 percent on Short Term
Agriculture Loan upto three lakh rupees . This decision has been taken to ensure
adequate credit flow in agriculture sector .
 In addition , the Union Cabinet also approved raising the outlay of the Emergency Credit Line
Guarantee Scheme ( ECGLS ) by Rs 50,000 crore to Rs 5 lakh crore .
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Thai PBS:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-5/5)
 The Thai Public Broadcasting Service ( Thai PBS ) has signed an MoU with India's public
broadcaster Prasar Bharati .
 An MoU was also signed on Health and Medical Research Cooperation between Indian
Council of Medical Research and Department of Medical Sciences , Thailand . They
were signed during the 9th Meeting of India - Thailand Joint Commission .
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HAL:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-5/5)
 ISRO has received two space equipment built by Hindustan Aeronautics Limited ( HAL ) , to
be used in the first unmanned development launch of India's manned space mission ,
Gaganyaan .
 This is the second crew module fairing ( CMF ) that ISRO has taken delivery of , for
Gaganyaan . The CMF is a protective structure that surrounds the actual housing for
India's to - be space scientists .
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First flight of drone service:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-5/5)
 Arunachal Pradesh successfully launched the first flight of drone service - ' medicine from the
sky ' from Seppa to Chayang Tajo in East Kameng district , in August 2022 .
 The pilot project has been funded by the United States Agency for International
Development ( USAID ) and executed by Bengaluru - based startup Redwing Labs . It
was launched in collaboration with the World Economic Forum ( WEF ) .
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R-CAT:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-5/5)
 With an aim to make tech graduates more employable , Rajasthan government is set to
inaugurate Rajiv Gandhi Centre of Advance Technology or R - CAT . It will be inaugurated
by Chief Minister Ashok Gehlot on 20 Aug'22 during a two - day DigiFest - 2022 .
 R - CAT will conduct training programs on advanced and emerging information
technologies with a duration ranging from 1 week to 6 months for graduates .
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Paalan 1000:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5)
 Union Minister of State for Health Bharati Pravin Pawar virtually launched the Paalan 1000
National Campaign and Parenting App in Mumbai on 16 August 2022 .
 Paalan 1000 - Journey of the First 1000 Days ' focuses on the cognitive developments of
children in the first two years of its life , while the companion app will provide the
caregiver with practical advice .
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Admiral Tan Sri Mohd Reza Bin Mohd Sany:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-3/5)
 Admiral Tan Sri Mohd Reza Bin Mohd Sany , Chief of Royal Malaysian Navy is on an
official visit to India from 16-19 August 2022 .Both Navies have recently concluded the
Bilateral Exercise Samudra Laksamana in May 22 .
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HDFC:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-5/5)
 In a first , HDFC Bank has opened its all - women branch in Kozhikode , north Kerala .
The branch will have 4 women bankers .
 According to the bank , women constituted 21.7 % ( 21,486 ) of the workforce as of March 31
, 2022 . It has plans to increase it to 25 % by 2025 . HDFC Bank headquarters : Mumbai.
Founded : August 1994.
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ECB:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-3/5)
 ReNew Power has tied up with 12 international lenders , led by Rabobank , for the
largest External Commercial Borrowings ( ECB ) project finance loan in the country's
renewable sector for any single project .
 The loan has been tied up through a special purpose vehicle and will be deployed for its
hybrid Round - the - Clock ( RTC ) battery - enabled project .

Discussion Paper:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-3/5)
 RBI has released a discussion paper on payment systems for public opinion . The
discussion paper covers all aspects relating to charges in payment systems .
 Charges on transactions through debit cards , credit cards , IMPS , NEFT , RTGS , PPIs , and
UPI among others will be taken into consideration .
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DCGI:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-3/5)
 Union govt has extended the tenure of Drugs Controller General of India ( DCGI ) VG
Somani by 3 months . His term was set to end on 14 August 2022 .
 In 2019 , the government appointed Dr Somani as DCGI for a period of three years to head
India's apex drug regulatory agency Central Drugs Standard Control Organization ( CDSCO )
. Dr Somani played a key role in the approval of Covid - 19 vaccines .
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F-INSAS:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-5/5)
 Defence Minister Rajnath Singh on 16 August 2022 , handed over the new anti personnel mine ' Nipun ' & Future Infantry Soldier as a System ( F - INSAS ) to the
Indian Army . Both the systems have been manufactured indigenously by Indian firms .
 The F - INSAS project aims at modernising infantry and enhancing the operational capability
of the soldier .

ONGC:
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(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5)
 Oil and Natural Gas Corporation ( ONGC ) has signed an Agreement with global petroleum
giant ExxonMobil for deepwater exploration on the east and the west coasts of India .
 The two companies will focus on the Krishna - Godavari and Cauvery basins in the
eastern offshore and the Kutch - Mumbai region in western offshore . ExxonMobil is an
American multinational oil and gas corporation .

' Aama Yojana ' & ' Vatsalya Yojana’:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-5/5)
 Sikkim Chief Minister P S Tamang on 15 August 2022 launched 2 schemes , ' Aama Yojana '
& ' Vatsalya Yojana ' for the welfare of women of the state .
 Under Aama Yojana all unemployed mothers in the state will receive Rs 20,000 annually
which will be deposited in their bank accounts .
 Under Vatsalya Yojana an aid of Rs 3 lakh will be provided to childless women for in vitro
fertilization treatment .
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India & France:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-5/5)
 The Union Cabinet on 17 August 2022 approved signing of a contract between India &
France to support the International Transport Forum activities on the Indian transport sector .
The contract was signed on 6 July 2022 .
 The activities to be carried out under this contract will lead to new scientific results &
identification of technology options for decarbonisation of transport sector in India .

ECLGS:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5)
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 The Union Cabinet has approved an enhancement of ₹ 50,000 crore in the Emergency Credit
Line Guarantee Scheme ( ECLGS ) , raising its limit to 5 lakh crore .
 This additional amount is set to be deployed for enterprises in the hospitality and
related sectors that were hit hard by the COVID - 19 pandemic . As of August 5 , loans
of ₹ 3.67 lakh crore had been sanctioned under the ECLGS .

Customs Act , 1962:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5)
 Government has issued revised guidelines for Arrest and Bail in relation to offences
punishable under the Customs Act , 1962 .
 The thresholds for prosecutions and arrests under the Customs Act have been raised to 50
lakh from ₹ 20 lakh for smuggling and illegal imports of goods in baggage , and from 1 crore
to 2 crore for cases involving commercial fraud .
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’Kerala Savari’:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5)
 Kerala state government has launched a rental car booking app. State Chief Minister Pinarayi
Vijayan launched the app-based booking service 'Kerala Savari' in Thiruvananthapuram.
 This initiative has been taken by the Kerala government for the first time in the country.
The government has introduced it to compete with rental car booking apps like Ola and
Uber.

10 - member Internet Governance Forum ( IGF )
Leadership Panel:
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(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-3/5)
 UN Secretary - General Antonio Guterres has appointed India's Electronics and
Information Technology Secretary Alkesh Kumar Sharma to the 10 - member Internet
Governance Forum ( IGF ) Leadership Panel .
 In addition , Guterres ' envoy on technology , Amandeep Singh Gill , was also appointed to
the panel . The panel's role is to deal with " strategic and urgent issues " of the internet .

Kenya:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-3/5)
 In Kenya , Deputy President William Ruto has been declared the winner of Kenya's
presidential election .
 This was the first time Mr Ruto had run for president . He has served as deputy president for
10 years . Mr Ruto will succeed President Uhuru Kenyatta . Kenya Capital : Nairobi .
Currency : Kenyan shilling.
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